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Part I: Overexcitabilities
Have you ever felt like your child "feels" things differently than their peers? Have they been accused of
being overly sensitive or overly dramatic? If you answered yes to those questions, you are not alone.
Perhaps you even see a little bit of that in yourself. Overexcitability (OE) is an innate heightened
capacity to respond to stimuli. (Sword, 2003). Overexcitabilities have been described as an abundance
of physical, sensual, creative, intellectual and emotional energy which can result in a different quality
of life and experience. A person with OE may channel that heightened response to stimuli and create
something amazing, or they may go through life with a higher level of emotional and ethical
development than their peers. Some say OE's feed, enrich, empower, and amplify talent.
Not all gifted people have OE's but the gifted population has a higher percentage of people with OE's
than the average population. In children, some of these characteristics may cause a challenge in
certain structured environments. Like so many other facets of giftedness, the more we understand
OE's, the better we can support our children.
Overexcitabilities exist in five areas of intensity:
Psychomotor
Sensual
Intellectual
Imaginational
Emotional
In this newsletter, we will take a look at the first two. Psychomotor OE is a heightened excitability of
the neuromuscular system. A person may have endless energy, be restless, and at their best when they
are active. They may be extra talkative, very competitive and when anxious they often act out
compulsively. One can see how people with psychomotor OE can be misdiagnosed as having Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD).
How can we support our children with psychomotor OE? Let them loose! Build in time for physical or
verbal activity before, during, and after normal daily activities like school. They need to "do" something
whether it is run a lap or build a tower. They prefer non-structured activities when they are letting off
steam. Another important strategy is to teach them to be aware of those around them during

structured times and whether or not their movements are distracting. Brainstorm ways they can move
without interfering in others' abilities to pay attention. Help your child practice advocating for their
needs and discuss options with their teachers.
Another OE is called sensual. This is a heightened sense of pleasure or displeasure involving the
senses of sight, smell, touch, taste, and hearing. Children with sensual OE have an increased and early
appreciation of music, language, art, and enjoy tastes, smells, textures, sounds, and sights. This can
also lead to the child feeling uncomfortable or overstimulated by sensory input. When anxious, a
person with sensory OE may react by overdoing something else, like overeating or trying to become
the center of attention. Or, they may simply withdraw from the stimulation. Children may become so
distracted by scratchy clothing tags, typical classroom noise, or cafeteria smells that they struggle to
focus in class. They may also become somewhat obsessed with a particular piece of art, music, etc.
that completing tasks becomes a challenge.
Supporting a child with sensual OE includes providing a comforting environment without offensive
odors, provide positive tactile experiences like playing with play-dough, understand your child's dislike
of scratchy clothing, and allow time in nature to experience the sounds, smells, and beauty of the
environment.
The blog, Raising Lifelong Learners has more information. Check it out here! Stay tuned for
information about the remaining three OE's.

Student Regional Events
Coming Up
North East BOCES Ultimate Celebration
This Friday, 02/11
For 3rd - 6th Graders
CU Science Discovery STEM Workshop
This event had to be reschedule...again!
For 3rd-6th Graders
Date and more information to come

Ultimate Scavenger Hunt
May 31 - June 2, 2022
at Ponderosa Retreat & Conference Center
For 7th - 12th Graders
More information to come

Parent Resources
Here are some of my favorite books for parents:
Understanding Your Gifted Child From the Inside Out, by Dr. Jim Delisle
When Gifted Kids Don't Have All the Answers, by Judy Galbraith and Dr. Jim Delisle
Mindset, by Carol Dweck

Random, Weird, and Interesting Links for Gifted Students
You know my advice...be sure to click on these links and check them out before setting your child off
on their own.
Migration Map of American Birds
Watch month by month as the patterns shift. I can imagine all kinds of questions that young, curious
students will have after watching this a few times.
Live Bird Feeder Cams
Now that they have seen migration patterns, show your child some birds up close and in live time.
Live Brown Bear Cam
Speaking of live animal cams...This one is my favorite. I could watch these bears for hours!
Brooks Falls, Katmai National Park, Alaska
Video of Frozen Soap Bubbles
Watch as a snowflake pattern grows across the bubble.
A Miniature V8 Engine

Not only is this engine tiny, it is made from paper!
Pop-up Book Tutorials
For those creative kids...perhaps they can make a special Valentine's card/book?
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